Cypress releases upgraded replacement for Wiegand Splitter

LAPEER, MICHIGAN — Cypress Integration Solutions of Lapeer, Michigan, has released an upgraded version of the Passive Wiegand Splitter. The new OPTW-100 Wiegand splitter can be powered with 5-16 Vdc.

The Cypress OPTW-100 is an upgraded replacement for the discontinued CVX-OPTW. The discontinued splitter was widely used in access control installations since it connected 2 Wiegand readers with 1 Wiegand port, or 1 Wiegand reader with 2 Wiegand panels that share the same data. The upgraded OPTW-100 Splitter functions the same way but offers an expanded power input range.

“Our Wiegand Splitter has been a very popular product, but the most common feedback we received was the desire to power the device with 12 Vdc. Customers told us in many installations 5V power was not available,” said Jacob LeRoy, Cypress customer support specialist. “Since the new OPTW-100 splitter supports 12V power input, it can be used in more installations without the need for a separate power supply.”

Cypress is currently shipping orders for the upgraded OPTW-100 Passive Wiegand Splitter.

Learn more at CypressIntegration.com/OPTW-100.

About Cypress Integration Solutions
Cypress Integration Solutions is a world-leading developer and manufacturer of physical access control integration solutions that save time, labor, and money, solve installation challenges, and advance adoption of SIA’s OSDP protocol. Built in the USA with nearly 40 years of expertise, the Cypress lineup of reliable and innovative solutions includes data converters, keyboard data wedges, Suprex® Reader-Extenders, wireless handheld readers, OSDP tools and retrofit products, and custom solutions trusted within the security industry and beyond. Learn more at CypressIntegration.com.
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